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Seraphims of Astraeus is a realistic, fast paced, semi-hardcore mecha shooter that captures the sights, and sounds of what it’s like to be an action packed mecha pilot with over 25 mecha models to upgrade, 30 weapons to collect, 12 combat missions, 12 primary weapons, and
a narrative, in which players experience an alternative Pangaea ravaged with the conflict between nations. Key Features: ~Mecha customizations with dozens of options to play around with ~3 different classes: Mecha, Weapon, Special Classes ~2 different Special Abilities to

unlock: • Incinerate Mechas • Fire Ball ~9 melee fighting moves ~3 levels of difficulty (easy to hard) ~Standard Steam support for multiplayer battle and LAN ~Selectable music track ~Longer time with continuing updates (games and content) ~Unity Engine ~12 missions ~12
primary weapons ~12 customizable secondary weapons About The Collaborators: Seraphims of Astraeus was developed by Seamless Web Entertainment, a leader in the game development space in Korea. Their games include Hollow Shogun, Battle Tyrant, and more.

____________ Follow me on Instagram ( or Twitter ( to keep up with my dev updates, information on new releases, and general shenanigans! ____________ Visit my other game, Seraphims of Nair-Lapierre ( and don't forget to follow me on twitter! ( A new custom class, to go along
with custom mechs, that utilizes secondary weapons in a unique way. About the Game: Unique Depth weapons, as secondary firearms, are a new mech class that incorporates the use of weapons in a special, effective way, while the mecha still allows the user to use primary

fire. While there is an overall increase in difficulty, this is compensated for by special abilities and strategy. This is a new type of class in Seraphims of Astraeus, as this sub class is based around utilizing this new mecha, while still following the criteria of the Seraphim class. Key
Features: • Many Depth weapons to unlock • 3 special abilities for this new mech class

Features Key:
RPG Maker - VX Ace - MT Tiny Tales

Hero, Warrior, Pirate, Magician and Maid Characters
Unique overworld tiles

Innovative storyline
Several dungeons

Players can upgrade their experience points
So many side quests to explore!

This game is not related in any way to Tiny Tales, which is a game on Big Fish Games. The designer of this product was inspired by Tiny Tales Overworld Map and Tiny Tales Overworld Map Series 2 and stopped creating a new game. He made this game because of the popularity of the
latter.

Want another challenge? Check out Sparkster!

Time to play:
150 ~ 400 MB
REQUIREMENTS:
WIndows 95/98/Me/NT/2000

Features of the selected number of characters 

Maid:
Sexy, fair-skinned, her hair is blonde and
Covering her right breast with her left arm.
She has small breasts than big
Thighs

Hero:
Tall, handsome, trendy. The hero wears
Tight clothing and shows a lot of tattoos
Around his upper body and upper arm.
He has long hair

Warrior:
Medium thick set, broad chest,
Has a lot of muscles around his
Upper body, eye. His head is bald.

Pirate:
Smooth hard but extremely manly guy.
He has his face covered because he
Is afraid of being recognized.
His eye has a lot of eye bags.

Note that each of the above characters may become a Warrior depending upon the outcome of the story. 

ACTIVITY...
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